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The BSR-100X/MAR series of analogue addressable fire 
alarm panels consists of 3 models (1, 2 and 4 loop 
connections ), named BSR 1001/MAR, BSR -1002/MAR 
and BSR 1004/MAR respectively, all sharing the same  
control interface, functionality and indications. 

The accompanying software  application for 
Windows PC, BSR-100X/MAR provides utilities for 
calculating installation parameters, configuring the 
control panel and keeping an event log record

All BSR-100X/MAR models include 4 outputs for 
conventional sirens, an alarm relay, a fault relay and 
a programmable auxiliary relay. Two 12V lead acid 
(Pb) batteries are required in each control panel. The  
supported battery capacity is 7Ah, 9Ah, 12Ah or 
15Ah, which must be calcul ated in accordance with 
the  size  of the installation (number  of  devices) and 
the required emergency duration (during  mains 
interruption). 

The available loop connections are:1 for BSR -
1001/MAR, 2 for  BSR - 1002/MAR and 4 for BSR -
1004/MAR. Each loop output connection can support 
up to 150 addressable units (smoke and heat 
detectors, addressable sirens, manual fire call points, 
etc) . 

All features and indications are in accordance with 
European  standards ΕΝ 54 2  and  ΕΝ 54 4. The  BSR 
100X/MAR series analogue addressable fire alarm 
panels is ideal for medium to large  scale facilities 
such as department stores, hotels and factories 
because of the ability to have up to 4 panels 
networking and up to 8 repeaters networking.

The BSR-1000/MAR repeater provides to the user the 
ability to perform basic system functions and an 
overview of the current state and events of the panel 
network via the built-in keypad and illuminated 
graphics display.

IP30

BSR-1001/MAR 1 loop
BSR-1002/MAR 2 loops
BSR-1004/MAR 4 loops
BSR-1000/MAR Repeater for the 
                          BSR-100x/MAR series panels

Addressable fire detection
and alarm control panel
(Olympia A Protocol)
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The BSR-6155/MAR is an analogue addressable smoke 
detector which integrates the function of optical 
smoke detection and it can work with any fire panel 
supports Olympia A Protocol. It can be adjusted to 
detect multiple levels of smoke offering flexibility and 
rich functionality. 

The BSR-6157/MAR is an analogue addressable smoke 
detector which integrates functions of optical smoke 
and heat detection and it can work with any fire 
panel supports Olympia A Protocol. It can be 
adjusted to detect multiple levels of smoke and heat 
offering flexibility and rich functionality.

The BSR-6160/MAR is an analogue addressable heat 
detector which integrates the function of rate-of-rise 
heat detection and it can work with any fire panel 
supports Olympia A Protocol. It can be adjusted to 
detect multiple levels of heat offering flexibility and 
rich functionality. 

The detectors integrate a short circuit isolation circuit 
which is automatically activated and disconnects the 
defective node from the remaining loop, allowing 
them to be located by the panel.

They are composed by two parts. A plastic base 
which is placed on the ceiling and the main body of 
the detector which fits on the plastic base with a 

osimple rotation to the right. The detectors have a 360  
visible led and a remote led driver which are light up 
constantly in case of detection of fire, till cancelled 
from the panel. Also, they are staying lit even if the 
sirens are silenced from the panel, so the detector 
which detected the alarm is visible. They are turned 
off only when a reset command is given from the 
panel. The indicator led blinks every 10 sec indicating 
the connection status with the main panel.

The detectors should be placed in the ceiling in visible 
points without side obstacles, away from places that 
are barely ventilated or with strong air currents and 
water vapor.
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10,3cm 4,8cm

BSR-6155/MAR Smoke detector
BSR-6157/MAR  Smoke and heat detector
BSR-6160/MAR  Heat detector

Addressable fire detection detectors
with short-circuit isolator
(Olympia A Protocol)
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The BSR-5136/MAR is an addressable manual call 
point which activates the fire detection panel.

The BSR-5136/MAR works with any panel supports 
Olympia A Protocol. It is essential to be placed in 
every fire detection system in co-operation with fire 
detection. At least one manual call point has to be 
placed in every fire detection system, close to the 
main control panel.

Pushing the clear plastic cover of the manual call 
point activates the alarm system. The clear plastic 
cover does not break but can be reset to its original 
position using the special plastic key which is included 
in the package. Periodic fire detection system testing 
can be carried out by activating a manual call point. 
It should be mounted in a clearly visible  spot, near to 
the exit or ladder and at a height of 1.5 meters.  

A red LED that blinks periodically in standby mode 
indicates a good link between manual call point and 

main panel. The LED lights up and remains lit in case 
this manual call point triggers an alarm on the panel. 
The LED remains lit during siren silence periods to 
indicate the manual call point which triggered the 
alarm. The LED goes off when we RESET the panel.

Each button has a unique address with which it is 
recognized from the panel. It is forbidden for two 
devices with same address to be connect to the 
same loop. The "Point change  address" and "Detect-
AUTOADDRESS" functions as described in the user 
manual can be used to set the address. The panel 
references the buttons with the name  POINTS.

BSR-5136/MAR features an intergrated short-circuit 
isolator which is automatically activated to isolate the 
faulty node from the rest of the loop. This feature 
allows to locate installation faults directly from the 
main panel.

IP20

BSR-5136/MAR
Addressable manual call point 
with integrated isolator
(Olympia A Protocol)
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This device is used as an indication of a fire panel that 
sounds a warning signal from the siren and provides 
visual indication using the beacon. The sound level 
and the luminous signal it produces covers an area of 
several square meters. It is compatible with fire panels 
that support Olympia A Protocol.

The BSR-5132/WP/MAR integrates an isolator short 
circuit which activates automatically by 
disconnecting the defective node from the loop and 
allowing it’s detection though the panel.

IP65

BSR-5132/WP/MAR
Addressable siren and beacon
with short-circuit isolator
(Olympia A Protocol)
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The BSR-8120/MAR device has 2 independent inputs 
and outputs and it can work with any panel supports 
Olympia A Protocol. It is used for connection in the 
addressable loop multiple conventional fire detectors 
of Olympia Electronics, as well as other devices 
having free contact such as gas detectors, 
conventional fire detection panels, flow switches etc. 
They are installed on a DIN rail.

The BSR-8120/MAR device is recognised in the panel 
as 2 logical devices with separate addresses each 
with an input and an output with adjustable 
operating modes. The input can be adjusted either 
for a connection to multiple conventional fire 
detectors, in which case an external 24V voltage is 
required, either multiple devices with free contacts. 
Each logical device sends an analog value to the 
panel depending on the status of the input, that is 
quiescent, pre alarm, alarm, open circuit, short circuit 
and external power failure according to Table 2 

(page 7). The output can be configured for remote 
control through the main panel as well as for 
permanent or short term activation in the event of 
alarm.

The device has a red LED which blinks periodically in 
quiescent state indicating the connection status with 
the main panel. The LED lits in case that the input 
sound an alarm to the panel. Also, the LED remains lit 
even if the sirens are silenced from the panel, to 
indicate the device from which the alarm sounded. It 
turns off only when a reset command is given from 
the panel.

The BSR-8120/MAR integrates a short circuit isolation 
circuit which is automatically activated and 
disconnects the defective node from the remaining 
loop, allowing it to be located by the panel.

In each loop they can be connected up to 75 BSR-
8120/MAR devices.

IP20
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BSR-8120/MAR
Addressable twin input/output unit
with integrated isolator
(Olympia A Protocol)
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Waterproof self testing, 
maintained/non maintained
emergency luminaire

Suspended ceiling mounting springs

Double sided Plexiglass 6mm 
marking panel for all directions

ACCESSORIES 

A-3018

SP-1100/RLDUB

The Olympus series is the latest offering from Olympia 
Electronics for an emergency luminaire family suitable 
to cover multiple demands with low cost and modern 
design. The Olympus emergency luminaires are 
specially designed to cover emergency lighting 
specifications for small to medium-sized installations. 
The low profile and the ability for recessed mounting 
in false ceilings make them suitable for installation in 
hotels. For use in environmentally burdened areas, the 
luminaires of the Olympus series are available in IP65 
ingress protection rating. 

OLY-1004: suitable as an emergency light and 
emergency exit sign for small to medium-sized 
installations, with the ability to set the desired 
autonomy via internal dip switches.

The Olympus series of emergency luminaires can be 
used as double-sided emergency exit signs with the 
use of the SP-1100/XX exit signs.
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OLY-1004/WP/230V/MAR 220-240V AC/ 50-60Hz
OLY-1004/WP/110V/MAR 110-130V AC/ 50-60Hz

Double sided 
Plexiglass 6mm 
marking panel 

Single-side pictograms 
are included in the package

OLYMPUS
LIGHT
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